5 SISTERS Veneto Rosato IGT
Carla, Giovanna, Anna, Maruzza e Isabella Bianchi Michiel are pleased to
introduce the new wine that joins Villa Angarano production, the 5
SISTERS rosé. It is a wine that reflects the company’s femininity, which is
the result of the main red variety here grown, merlot. The pink color
expresses the feminine note behind this important project, the result of a
careful grape selection and collection, maceration and cold pressing. The
aim is to present a unique wine that preserves the peculiarity of its territory
and its primary aromas of cherry, peach and white flowers, in order to
wrap the palate with an elegant freshness and smoothness. The balance of
its taste celebrates the stability and cooperative spirit of women. “5
Sisters” was born from ideas and collaborations among professionals who
realized this new project devoted to women. In fact, 5 Sisters supports the
breast cancer campaign donating a contribution to this vital cause for
women. Some technical data: grape picking at night at a temperature
below 16°C. 60-hours grape maceration followed by cold pressing. 2month alcoholic fermentation at a temperature of 12°C. 5-month on the
fine lees. It follows natural wine cleaning and stability.

GRAPE VARIETY
ABV
PRODUCTION AREA
TYPE OF SOIL
TRAINING SYSTEM
YIELD PER HECTARE
GRAPE HARVEST
VINIFICATION
TECHNIQUE
MATURATION AND
AGEING
BOTTLE

merlot 100%
12.5%
120 mamsl, North-South vineyard exposure
alluvial, from medium to relatively loose-textured soil
spurred cordon with 8-10 buds
max 85q/hectare
first decade of October, hand-picking at night at a temperature below
16°C
24-hours grape maceration followed by cold pressing. 2-month
alcoholic fermentation at a temperature of 12°C
5-month on the fine lees. It follows natural wine cleaning and
stability
borgognotta, 0.75L

SENSORY ANALYSIS
SIGHT
SMELL
TASTE-SMELL
FOOD PAIRING

onion skin pink
white flowers, cherry blossoms, cherry
tasty, bright acidity, quite persistent
well-combined with appetizers with ham steak, smoked salmon,
medium-aged cheese
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